Results This paper introduces Baitmet, an integrated open-source computational tool written in R enclosing a complete workflow to perform high-throughput librarydriven GC-MS profiling in complex samples. Baitmet capabilities were assayed in a metabolomics study involving 182 human serum samples where a set of 61 metabolites were profiled given a reference library. Conclusions Baitmet allows high-throughput and wide scope interrogation on the metabolic composition of complex samples analyzed using GC-MS via freely available spectral data. Baitmet is freely available at http://CRAN.Rproject.org/package=baitmet.
Introduction
Reproducibility of electron impact (EI) ionization together with robustness of capillary columns have qualified gas chromatography (GC) coupled to mass spectrometry (MS) as a long-standing analytical platform for metabolomics. Metabolomics has fostered both the expansion of publicly available mass spectral repositories (Hummel et al. 2010; Horai et al. 2010 ) and the development of metabolic databases containing spectral information (Wishart et al. 2013; Vinaixa et al. 2016) . These contain tabulated EI mass spectra together with retention indices (RI), two orthogonal properties needed for metabolite identification and eventual metabolite profiling in GC-MS data (Sumner et al. 2007 ). In untargeted metabolomics profiling, where there is no previous knowledge of metabolites occurring in samples, pure spectra are usually extracted from GC-MS data using either univariate (Stein 1999) 
or multivariate
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Methods
Baitmet operational modules and computational workflow are summarized in Fig. 1 . Baitmet requires as input data (i) GC-MS files in commonly accepted chromatography interchange open standard formats (either netCDF or mzXML); (ii) an EI spectral library containing retention indices (RI) and (iii) RT/RI reference curve for the chromatographic method obtained from series of either internal or external RI reference standards such as n-alkanes (ALK) or fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) (Fig. 1a) . First, a preprocessing step is applied with baseline drift removal and a de-noising using moving-minimum and Savitzky-Golay filters respectively. After this preprocessing Baitmet workflow iterates for each entry in the library as follows: an expected elution window (EEW) is determined by extrapolating the corresponding tabulated compound RI into the initial RT/RI reference curve (Fig. 1b, left panel) . All empirical spectra recorded in scans within this EEW are correlated against corresponding compound tabulated EI spectrum. RT maximizing this correlation is retained as the center of a region of interest (ROI) with boundaries four times the minimum compound full width at half maximum (FWHM MIN ), a user-defined value (in seconds) (Fig. 1b, bottom panel) . Next, the resolved compound chromatographic profile is reconstructed from this ROI using least absolute deviation (LAD) regression, a special case of least squares approach that balances all ions weight in the regression model. Likewise, orthogonal signal deconvolution (OSD) (DomingoAlmenara et al. 2015 ) is used to extract the corresponding compound pure empirical spectrum which is compared to the tabulated one by computing a matching factor using either the Stein and Scott's composite similarity (Stein and Scott 1994) or the dot product (Fig. 1b, right panel) . Finally, Baitmet computes empirical RI values. Of mention, Baitmet can compute empirical RI values by adapting the RT/RI initial curve using either co-injected standards or naturally occurring-and user-defined-compounds in samples as internal RI reference. Additionally, in absence of co-injected standards, Baitmet includes an automatic RT/RI curve correction to handle possible variations of the input RT/RI curve in each particular sample caused by small instrumental fluctuations ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Refer to Supplementary Methods for an extended Baitmet computational workflow and built-in functionalities descriptions and a more detailed explanation of Baitmet output format.
Results and discussion
Baitmet capabilities for library-driven compound profiling were evaluated using a GC-MS dataset consisting of analytical triplicates of serum samples from 56 age and body weight-matched subjects diagnosed with chronic kidney disease and the respective quality controls (182 GC-MS injections in total, see Supplementary Material for extended details on sample preparation and GC-MS analysis). The complete processing of the entire dataset was performed in 2 h and 15 min (45 s per sample in a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5 computer). The library used was a subset of the the Golm Metabolome Database (GMD, Version at 2011-11-21) (Hummel et al. 2007 ) including only those entries containing KEGG reference (a total of 1152) and excluding FAME. Initial RT/RI curve was determined using mean RT across samples for a series of internal FAME (C10-25) spiked to each sample. The RI error was set to 0.5% according to thresholds proposed by Strehmel et al. (Strehmel et al. 2008 ) and the FWHM MIN was set to 1 s. Baitmet detected 127 metabolites (RI error <1%) with 61 of them accounting for spectral matching factors above 85%, appearing in at least 80% of samples and known to be present in serum according to HMDB. The identity of these metabolites was reported with a level 2 according to The Metabolomics Standards Initiative (MSI) guidelines (Sumner et al. 2007 ). The Baitmet typical output for these 61 metabolites is summarized in Table S1 . Spectral matching factors (MF) are indicated together with coefficient of determination obtained from regressing areas computed from Baitmet reconstructed chromatographic profiles against areas from the extracted ion chromatograms of particularly selected quantitative ions. Additionally, for each compound in Table S1 a comparison between relative RI Fig. 1 a Baitmet workflow. b For each compound in the library, an expected elution profile window (EEW) is determined by projecting corresponding tabulated RI j into the initial RT/RI model (left panel). MS spectrum for each tabulated compound is correlated against all spectra acquired within the scan range falling in this EEW and a ROI (region of interest) is defined with center position at RT maximizing this correlation (bottom panel). For each compound, pure empirical spectrum (black) is extracted which is further compared to the tabulated reference spectrum in the MS library (green) (right panel) error deviations (RI e ) is shown for empirical RI computed either using RT/RI internal calibration curve (internal standards co-injection) or automatic Baitmet RI/RT curve correction. In the first case, Baitmet input library included a set of MS and RI for each FAME spiked in the samples and these FAME were automatically detected by Baitmet. In the second case, the FAME information was removed from the library, and Baitmet computed RI making use of a set of pre-defined naturally occurring metabolites instead. The absolute mean difference between internal and automated Baitmet calibration was 0.02%, which is significantly less than the commonly accepted identification RI error (0.5-1%) (Strehmel et al. 2008) (Supplementary Fig.  S3 ). Thus, internal RI standards addition to each individual sample can be avoided by adapting external RI calibration to each sample instead. This prevents sample chromatograms being cluttered with unnecessary peaks that can otherwise mask potential compound peaks. Moreover, the majority of metabolites listed in Table S1 showed coefficients of determination close to 0.90 and matching factors above 85%. This demonstrates Baitmet capability to reconstruct chromatographic profiles and extract pure mass spectra in real samples enabling library-driven metabolite profiling in GC-MS metabolomics.
Conclusions
Here we introduced Baitmet, an integrated modular and open-source R package for high throughput GC-MS library-driven metabolite profiling. It allows dumping publicly available EI-based spectral repositories such as MassBank or GMD into GC-MS experimental data. Baitmet is implemented as an easy-to-use workflow with a high runtime performance allowing high throughput processing of large datasets typically measured in metabolomics. Additionally, Baitmet provides an easy-to-interpret output that simplifies user-guided metabolite identification and assignment review, a common bottleneck in other GC-MS analysis pipelines. A Baitmet distinctive feature from other library-driven approaches is that it offers the possibility to profile metabolites without prior selective masses input. Additionally, it includes a novel strategy to automatically correct an external RT/RI calibration curve for each particular sample, allowing accurate computation of RI values without internal calibration (standards co-injection). Altogether, we present an integrated open-source tool that allows a high-throughput and wide scope interrogation on the metabolic composition of complex samples analyzed using GC-MS via freely available spectral data. Baitmet is freely available at http://CRAN.R-project.org/ package=baitmet.
